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Abstract: In this study, we explore climate justice with specific reference to vulnerability at the level
of different sectors in 90 developing countries in Asia, Africa and Europe, over a period from 2010 to
2019. The paper seeks to advance the discussion on the idea that adaptation financing is allocated
according to the level of need in the recipient country and sector. By considering five crucial sectors
(food, water, health, infrastructure and habitat), we explore the linear and quadratic effect of the
vulnerability of each sector on the allocated endowment. The study is based on a dynamic panel
regression method based on the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) in the system model. Our
findings reveal that vulnerability is an important consideration in funding allocation. The results
suggest that the relationship between adaptation funding and vulnerability is sector-dependent. We
also observe that this relationship is non-linear, providing further evidence of distributive justice in
terms of allocating more funding to the most vulnerable sectors. Climate justice begins to emerge
when vulnerability reaches a certain threshold. However, it appears that the infrastructure sector
is dysfunctional in terms of adaptation financing needs and investments undertaken. Overall, the
regulations put in place should further integrate climate risk parameters into technical and procedural
standards to make projects more effective and climate justice more widespread.

Keywords: sectoral adaptation finance; vulnerability indicator; climate vulnerability; developing
countries; readiness indices

1. Introduction

Climate change is of the utmost concern to environmental authorities and govern-
ments around the world. According to the World Meteorological Organization, surface
temperatures have increased by about 0.2 ◦C per decade over the past 50 years, reaching a
temperature of 1.2 ◦C in 2020 compared to the pre-industrial era. Moreover, since 1950, the
number of cold days and nights has been decreasing, and the number of warm days and
nights has been rising. These various changes are widely recognized as a major threat to
humanity and much of the natural world. Several governments and world bodies have
therefore been focusing on the analysis of the causes of climate change as well as its eco-
nomic and social consequences. The importance given by the international community
to climate change in the world is growing from one year to another. Carbon dioxide is
pointed out as the main cause of human-induced climate change. Recently in New York on
10 March 2021, more than twenty ministers from United Nations (UN) member states called
for urgent action to ensure universal access to clean and affordable energy by 2030. These
messages mark the beginning of deliberations by five technical working groups that to-
gether will prepare a global roadmap to achieve clean and affordable energy for all by 2030
and net zero emissions by 2050. The 2030 Agenda and associated Sustainable Development
Goals emphasize the need to “leave no one behind.” According to the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, limiting global warming to 1.5 ◦C above pre-industrial levels
and avoiding the worst effects of climate change would require that energy production
and use be completely carbon-free by 2050. Indeed, since the signing of the Kyoto Protocol,
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international negotiations have been taking place on the distribution of greenhouse gas mit-
igation efforts between developed countries, emerging countries and developing countries.
In this context, it turns out that financing for climate change mitigation and adaptation is
playing an increasingly important role in international climate change negotiations [1,2].
In fact, since COP Paris 2015, discussions have shifted towards a consensus on the need
to diversify funding sources. The UN chief stated that building a sustainable economy
based on renewable energy must be carried out by supporting developing countries so that
the energy transition would be equitable, creates jobs, and ensures a cleaner and healthier
environment and a resilient future. These trends underscore the urgent need to position
adaptation as a top priority for climate finance, especially for developing countries that
have limited resources to manage climate risks. The objective of this funding is to help
countries build resilience and reduce vulnerability to the adverse effects of climate change,
and to support efforts to build adaptive capacity in the most affected sectors.

Countries must focus their investments on green and resilient pathways that reflect
the urgency of addressing climate change priorities. Ensuring equity and fairness in the
deployment of climate finance is critical to balancing mitigation and adaptation outcomes.
Globally, due to the high costs of renewable energy infrastructure, mitigation and adapta-
tion goals are primarily achieved through public and private financing, which is referred to
as climate finance. In 2014, the World Bank Group spent an average of USD 10.3 billion
of its resources to help developing countries meet mitigation and adaptation goals. This
support is critical to enabling developing countries to scale up transformational innovations
and practices. Investments in key sectors such as agriculture, infrastructure development,
energy, and urban transformation will help promote the technology leap in developing
countries. Because of entrenched discrimination, adaptation in one sector may come at
the cost of increased vulnerability in another [3]. Inequality influences climate change
adaptation and funding may be ineffective or increase vulnerability in one sector. To
ensure a balance between mitigation and adaptation outcomes, there is a critical need for
equity and fairness in the deployment of climate finance. To distribute funds appropriately,
vulnerability must be taken into account [4,5]. Indeed, each country is characterized by a
degree of vulnerability [2,6]. Countries are thus differently exposed to climate change; their
commitments and response strategies are affected by their degree of vulnerability [7,8]. In
this regard, ref. [9] as well as [10] state that developing countries are the most vulnerable
with higher Carbon dioxide (CO2) intensity, larger carbon sinks, lower Gross domestic
product (GDP), and good governance. They should therefore be the primary beneficiaries
of the funds. Indeed, the adaptation allocation is intended for particularly vulnerable
countries, namely the least developed countries, small developing states and African states.
The African continent, which is among the most vulnerable to climate change, is already
feeling the effects of rising temperatures, rising sea levels, and changing rainfall and
weather patterns. Ref. [11] found that African countries have high levels of vulnerability
and should receive a large amount of aid. However, the “Investments to End Poverty”
report [12] and Oxfam International’s “Climate Finance Shadow Report” [13] found that
the most vulnerable countries do not receive the most funding for adaptation due to the
difference and fragmentation in the construction of vulnerability indices. Vulnerability is
a multidimensional construct that differs significantly across communities, sectors, and
regions [14].

Therefore, our paper aims to explore whether the most vulnerable sectors receive
the most financial assistance; and whether sector vulnerability has a significant impact
on assistance allocation. We focus on adaptation funding because historically, funding
in developed countries has focused more on mitigation than adaptation. This has led
developing countries to negotiate more funding for adaptation. Indeed, poor developing
countries, with a high degree of vulnerability, have historically been the lowest emitters of
greenhouse gases, and at the same time the most affected by climate change. Adaptation to
climate change, in the international context, is of crucial importance at the institutional and
policy levels. Indeed, while mitigation is very important, it remains insufficient on its own
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to help countries manage climate change and adaptation is therefore a more effective and
sustainable policy [15]. The developing countries’ sensitivity to climate change, from an
environmental, economic and social perspective, has led the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OCDE) to include adaptation in development programs and
economic growth plans. Hence, we consider the allocation of adaptation aids to 90 OCDE
developing countries in Europe, Asia, and Africa. To further analyze the relationship
between adaptation finance and vulnerability, we consider the vulnerability from a sectoral
point of view and not by country. Studying the relationship between financial adaptation
and sectoral vulnerability allows stakeholders to better explore adaptation strategies by
sector as well as limitations and challenges they may face depending on the involved sector.
We retain five critical sectors (food, water, health, infrastructure, and shelter). These are
drawn from the Notre Dame-Global Adaptation Index (ND-GAIN vulnerability index) in
order to match each sector’s vulnerability with its financing.

Our paper proposes to add to the existing literature by examining the dynamic effects
of sectoral vulnerability on adaptation financing using panel regression methods covering
a decade. Most previous studies have relied on static aggregate funding data over short
periods, which calls into question the robustness of the results obtained. Moreover, we
extend the existing literature on the topic, by considering sectoral and not aggregate
country vulnerability. Moreover, our paper fills the gap regarding the degree of influence
of a sector’s vulnerability to climate change on donor allocation decisions, which remains
little explored in the literature.

The paper is structured around four sections. In the second section, we critically
explore previous research on climate finance and key contributions to factors impacting
vulnerability to climate change. In Section 3, we present the sample, data, model, and
variables used to highlight the link between sector vulnerability and adaptation finance.
Section 4 presents the main results by analyzing the descriptive statistics for each sector,
the correlation between the variables and their significance. The conclusion, limitations
and recommendations are given in the Section 5.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Financing the Green Climate Fund (GCF)

In 2010, the Green Climate Fund (GCF) was founded as one of the operational arms of
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) [16] financial
mechanism. It is charged with a key role in delivering new and additional funding to
recipient countries [17]. Its main purpose is to promote the diffusion of clean technologies
in developing countries and to support all initiatives such as projects, programs, and
any other activities related to climate mitigation and adaptation in these regions [18,19].
Since then, the literature review, looking at GCF, has focused on how GCF should raise
funds [20–22]; the distribution of GCF among the many developing countries [4,11,23]; and
the balance of GCF use between mitigation and adaptation activities [10,24,25]. Regarding
the issue of financing, different thoughts were addressed in several articles in order to
ensure the effectiveness of GCF financing which represents a key to the future and fate of the
GCF [21,26,27]. Despite the fact that a variety of financial instruments were proposed to lift
the GCF [22,28,29], the appropriate financial instruments remain undetermined [30]. Most
of the financial instruments proposed are simple conceptual analyses, with no empirical
aspects. In addition, the various fundraising efforts of the Global Climate Change Fund
have not been very successful so far in addressing the climate change needs of developing
countries [26,31]. Since its inception, the GCF received strong support from civil society
organizations (CSOs). However, there is a growing sense among many CSOs today that
their expectations are not being met [32]. Ref. [33] reports that the GCF faces the issue
of insufficient funding, and that developed countries do not have clear guidelines for
increasing their contributions to climate finance.

There are three international ongoing funding mechanisms: UN membership fees,
official development assistance (ODA), and the Global Environment Facility (GEF) [30].
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Nevertheless, the mechanisms used to collect the funding for the GCF are still under
research and most of the researchers focus on two perspectives: historical responsibility for
emissions (HR) and the ability to pay (AP). The HR principle is based on the theory and
notions of the ‘’Polluters Pay Principle”, which means that polluters should pay for damage
caused to the natural environment. It was first proposed by the OCDE in the 1970s [34,35].
The most greenhouse gas-intensive country is considered to be the most responsible for
the climate decline and hence has to contribute the most to GFC financing [36,37]. The
ability to pay (AP) is initially suggested by Adam Smith; the contribution of each part of the
community must depend on its capacities. In this sense, each country must contribute an
amount to the GCF proportionally to its economic capacity. Thus, countries that represent
greater economic capacity must provide considerable funding to the GCF. According
to [38,39], there is a fair international burden-sharing by deploying HR and AP. For [30],
who based their study on two perspectives (HR) and (AP), the United States (USA) and the
European Union (EU) must be the major donors to the GCF.

Despite these several financial sources proposed by multiple researchers, the appro-
priate ones remain undetermined and establishing a clear method of distributing financial
responsibilities among developed countries can help stabilize financial contributions [30].
To reduce the insufficient financing of the GCF, some mechanisms are used to share the bur-
den and specify the contribution of each country, especially for developed countries which
contribute the most to GCF financing. [23] focused on the effects of degrees of international
coordination on the equity of global financing. They found that the level of adequacy or
equity improves proportionally less than the number of contributors; unless it can converge
on credible measures of accountability and capacity. In general, although many scholars
discuss the issue of how the GCF should raise funds, the proposed schemes or methods
remain under study. While lessons learned from existing international funding mechanisms
have not been summarized, they could provide a valuable reference for raising the level
of the GCF. Ref. [40] proposed to use the pilot to detect whether the privately financed
projects can succeed to respect the climate adaptation targets or not before their accomplish-
ment. However, the barriers to effective climate finance are multiple. Ref. [24] mention
that the barriers lie primarily in democratic structures, economic power, and domestic
drivers. On one hand, the domestic drivers include economic ability, public opinion, and
government intention. On the other hand, Ref. [41] argue that political orientation cannot
explain all climate finance variability. Moreover, Ref. [10] studied the relation between
the donor country’s characteristics and the aid dedicated to climate investments. Their
results mentioned that wealthier countries contribute less than developing countries in
the climate investments funds. Adaptation strategies aim to reduce the negative effects
of climate change and take advantage of opportunities, while climate change mitigation
strategies seek to minimize the potential impacts of these changes. Ref. [42] claimed that
while adaptation improves the resilience of developing economies in the face of increasing
weather and climate uncertainty, mitigation activities can often complement adaptation.

2.2. Vulnerability

Financial aid is based on three theoretical foundations. The first issue is the altruistic
nature of the financial support which aims to provide positive transfers of developing help
to poor countries. The second one focuses on the donor’s self-interest that would be in
line with the provided aid. Finally, the third and last underpinning states that donations
depend on the recipient countries’ characteristics, which impact the effectiveness of the
aid provided donors consider recipient characteristics that could impact the efficiency
of the provided aid [43–45]. Therefore, more financial support is provided to poorer
countries (5). Low GDP per capita countries perceive the highest financial aid [46,47].
The link between the distribution of adaptation finance and vulnerability still remains a
controversial topic in the literature. According to [48], the vulnerability does not impact the
number of adaptation projects. Otherwise, Ref. [27] claimed that despite the vulnerability
disparities, the distribution of adaptation finance is equal. Refs. [49–51] found that the
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distribution of adaptation assistance is also unequal among countries facing similar climatic
challenges. While poverty is considered a criterion to distribute adaptation assistance,
adaptation capacity is not taken into account in allocation aid decisions [51]. Hence, it
would seem necessary to have data that would make it possible to evaluate the relevance
of projects by country in terms of climate change, and thus evaluate the corresponding
funding. Moreover, the bilateral donors are more engaged in the allocation of the funding.
Ref. [7] defined climate change vulnerability as the degree to which a country is at risk
of being negatively impacted by climate change. Climate change vulnerability is also
described by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) as a “function of
exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity” [52]. However, it seems that the relationship
between provided funding and recipient country vulnerability is not linear. Beyond a
certain level of vulnerability, donors would begin to allocate less funding on average to
recipients [13,27].

Globally, vulnerability is a crucial factor to determine the appropriate distribution of
funding for Least developed countries (LDCs). The level of innovation and R&D is usually
a variable that helps to cope with the vulnerability so it is dependent on each country’s
degree of innovation [53]. While the developed countries are less vulnerable thanks to their
high GDP per capita and high Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), they are emitting a big
amount of CO2 as stated by [54].

Developing countries, on the other side, face the worst impact of climate change
caused by Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and consequently become more and more
vulnerable [7,55,56] further conferred that the vulnerability to environmental change was
not only driven by physical factors but also by governance-related factors. Moreover,
Ref. [7] claimed that the vulnerability is not related only to GHG emissions but also
can be explained by demographic, social and political issues which can aggravate the
coping capacity. While, the institutional capacity, the country’s degree of innovation, the
financial resources, the awareness, the infrastructure and the policies can improve the
coping capacity, the LDCs countries still suffer from a lack of institutional capacity which
explains the failure to attract or implement the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
projects according to United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) in 2010. In fact, two
key criteria are crucial to attracting CDM projects according to the Kyoto protocol (1997)
which are good institutional frameworks and infrastructure.

Furthermore, the strength of the institutional system that characterizes developed
countries has led to the rapid implementation of new energy efficiency policies [57]. The
OECD is now focusing on creating the right conditions for a transition to a low-emissions
economy so that financial flows are distributed fairly across sectors and regions. Thus,
selecting the weakest as well as the best-governed countries is the rational criterion for
this transition, as indicated by the Overseas Development Institute (2016). Moreover, [58]
pointed out that climate finance governance seems to be crucial to ensuring climate re-
silience and reducing vulnerability.

Thus, we formulate the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). There is a positive relationship between the level of sectoral vulnerability in a
recipient country and the financial assistance it gets.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). There is a non-linear positive relationship between the level of sectoral
vulnerability in a recipient country and the financial assistance it gets.

3. Empirical Methodology
3.1. Data

We consider 5 pillar economic sectors extracted from the ND-GAIN vulnerability index:
food, water, health, human habitat, and infrastructure. Our model matches each sector’s
vulnerability to the adaptation finance level. According to ND-GAIN Country Index, a
country’s food vulnerability is related to its agricultural capacity as well as food demand
and production. The health score, which reflects a country’s public health vulnerability,
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represents the provision of health services, the spread of communicable diseases, medical
personnel, and access to improved health facilities. From its side, the score of Human habitat
mirrors a country’s vulnerability of human living conditions to climate change, considering
weather extremes, urban development, demography, and quality of transport and trade
infrastructure, and paved roads. Refs. [59,60] claimed that Transportation infrastructure
is crucial to guarantee the development and implementation of green investment. The
infrastructure score represents the vulnerability of coastal and energy infrastructure to
climate change, primarily general preparedness for climate-related natural disasters, coastal
hazards, and energy supply challenges. Indicators include projected change of hydropower
generation capacity, projected change of sea level rise impacts, and dependency on imported
energy. The Water score captures a country’s vulnerability of fresh water supplies to climate
change. Indicators include projected change of annual runoff, and projected change of
annual groundwater recharge access to reliable drinking water. Moreover, the adaptation
finance data for each sector are extracted from the OECD Creditor Reporting System, the
90 considered developing countries are taken from Asia, Europe, and Africa. The financial
aid is based on the endowment of the Official development assistance (ODA) which is
well-known as an international aid flow. It is defined as a multilateral institution whose
members are governments. Its objective is to collect voluntary and mandatory aid in order
to build up financial assets used for adaptation purposes.

3.2. Variables
3.2.1. Dependent Variable

Adaptation finance: Like [28], the adaptation finance variable is measured as the
official development assistance in terms of grants. Data for each sector are collected from
the OECD Creditor Reporting System; project-level data are considered for each sector
separately.

3.2.2. Independent Variables

Vulnerability: The IPCC Third Assessment Report (TAR) describes vulnerability as
“The degree to which a system is susceptible to, or unable to cope with, adverse effects
of climate change, including climate variability and extremes. Vulnerability is a function
of the character, magnitude, and rate of climate variation to which a system is exposed,
its sensitivity, and its adaptive capacity.” (IPCC, 2001, p. 995) (IPCC Def. 1). Despite
this definition, multiple types of research were founded to study the main effects that
could impact the vulnerability and that find the appropriate distribution of climate finance.
Refs. [61–63] established an appropriate metric for calculating key vulnerability indica-
tors, with special consideration of human and environmental issues, through a holistic
socio-ecological system framework. In the continuity of these works, the University of
Notre Dame, 2015, constructed a vulnerability index that takes into consideration the
social and environmental dimensions. Nevertheless, setting a quantitative model requires
the fragmented vulnerability indices aggregation into a single index. The Notre Dame
vulnerability index considers six normalized sectoral vulnerability indices, the sectors are
equally weighted, which makes it suitable for all nations as stated by [64]. The score of the
vulnerability of Health, infrastructure, habitat, and food are taken separately to isolate each
sector study.

GDP per capita: The economic variables taken into consideration includes per capita
Gross Domestic Product (GDP per capita based on purchasing power parity). It is a
country’s core indicator of economic performance, which reflects the country’s wealth and
economic well-being. According to [65,66], the GDP per capita has a negative impact on
vulnerability which means that higher GDP per capita induces lower vulnerability.

Governance readiness, Social readiness, and Economic readiness: The ND-GAIN
Index also includes a readiness sub-index that measures the readiness of recipients to set up
green investments. The readiness sub-index reflects the nature of the in-country business
environment [67]. The readiness can be divided into 3 components: governance, social
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and economic readiness scores. First, governance readiness indicators reflect the social
stability and the institutional factors that enhance the climate investments, such as political
stability, corruption control, regulatory quality, and the rule of law [68]. Second, social
readiness indicators represent social conditions, such as social inequality, education, and
innovation [69]. Third, economic readiness indicators are primarily concerned with the
deployment of private sector financing for green climate implementation [67,69,70].

3.2.3. Controls Variables

Population: This variable is positively linked to financial aid as stated by [71,72] and
it is considered a tool to control the large populous nations such as India and China and
avoid having a large impact on the vulnerability coefficients [73]. Population data are
sourced from the World Bank Databank (2019).

3.3. Model

Our study aims to identify vulnerable sectors and to test whether adaptation funding
is allocated according to the level of vulnerability of countries and their benefiting sectors.
Our panel data combines 7 variables covering 90 countries, from Asia, Africa and Europe.
The study period extends 10 years, going from 2010 to 2019. As a baseline, we estimate
(Model 1) whether funding allocation is a function of vulnerability, governance readiness,
social readiness, economic readiness, control variables, time-specific effects, unobserved
country-specific fixed effects, and errors. Second, we include in the first model a quadratic
function with the variable of vulnerability, which permits us to confirm the nonlinear
relationship between vulnerability and adaptation finance (model 2). Hence, our two
models are as follows:

Ln ai,t= α0 + α1Ln ai,t−1+α2Vi,t−1+α3GOVi,t−1+α4SOCi,t−1+α5ECOi,t−1+α6GDPi,t−1+α7POPi,t−1
+ νi + µt−1 + εit (model 1)

(1)

Ln ai,t= α0 + α1Ln ai,t−1+α2Vi,t−1+α3(Vi,t−1)
2 +α4GOVi,t−1+α5SOCi,t−1+α6ECOi,t−1+α7GDPi,t−1+α8POPi,t−1

+ νi + µt−1 + εit (model 2)
(2)

With:
Ln ai,t: the log-transformed value of provided adaptation finance to a country i at time t.
Ln ai,t−1: the lagged dependent variable.
Vi,t−1: the sector vulnerability of the recipient country i at t − 1.
GOVi,t−1: the governance readiness index of the recipient country i at time t − 1.
SOCi,t−1: the social readiness index of the recipient country i at time t − 1.
ECOi,t−1: the economic readiness index of the recipient country i at time t − 1.
GDPi,t−1: the GDP per capita of the recipient country i at time t − 1.
POPi,t−1: the total population of the recipient country i at time t − 1.
α0: the term of fixed individual heterogeneity.
µt−1: represents time-specific effects,
νi: unobserved country-specific fixed effects,
εit: the error term εit →i.i.d.(0, σ2

ε )
Modeling this relationship between funding allocation, vulnerability, governance

readiness, social readiness and economic readiness, may suffer from two issues. First,
vulnerability was considered as time-varying which may simultaneously affect, governance
readiness, social readiness and economic readiness which entails endogenous correlations
resulting from simultaneity biases and reverse causality. Second, we note that the process
of funding approval would take some time since a country’s vulnerability and its funding
approval cannot occur at the same time. Countries must first submit an application, which
will be reviewed by the relevant donor before an allocation is made, which leads us to
consider the underlying dynamics of the relationship under study. To alleviate these two
concerns, first, we use a dynamic model in the panel data framework (model 1), which
allows for taking into account the dynamic structure of the dependent variable as well as
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its relationship with the independent variables. In line with others [51,74], the proposed
analysis considers one of the exogenous variables as the lagged endogenous variable of a
period; which raises the endogeneity problem between the independent variable at time
t − 1 and the dependent variable at time. We consider also one-year lagged values of
all time-varying regressors. Second, we use the GMM in system technique as proposed
by [75] over to ensure the robustness of the results. It is considered the most efficient
of GMM techniques [76,77] to address endogeneity problems of the lagged dependent
variable “Ln ai,t−1”, the potential endogeneity issues with different other regressors and
problems of heteroscedasticity, omitted variables, and missing values in data. Finally,
we perform a two-pronged test to assess the consistency of the system’s GMM estimator.
The first test is deployed to examine the validity of the instruments (i.e., the problem of
weak and excessively numerous instruments). The Hansen J-test, therefore, examines
the null hypothesis that the overidentifying restrictions used in the regressions are valid.
The second test seeks to validate the system GMM identification assumptions by testing
for serial autocorrelation (AR2). It applies a second-order serial correlation test for the
residuals, with the null hypothesis that the model errors do not have serial autocorrelation.
As expected, the test results confirm the robustness of the models. We find that the Hansen J-
test result indicates the validity of internal instruments used in the dynamic model and that
there is high first-order autocorrelation (AR1), but no evidence for significant second-order
autocorrelation (AR2).

4. Founded Results
4.1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlation Analysis

Table 1 provides a descriptive overview of the five studied sectors (vulnerability and
allocated financial aid). Overall, it appears that the most important adaptation funding
concerns the housing sector, with an average of 2.8, followed by the health and food sectors
with averages of 2.108 and 2.059, respectively.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics.

Variable Obs Mean Std.dev Min Max

Sector 1: Water

LLa1 776 1.9316 2.2584 −6.9077 10.2233

V1 776 0.3678 0.1157 0.0219 0.7197

V12 776 0.0015 0.0009 4.83 × 10−6 0.0051

Sector 2: Health

LLa2 776 2.10801 2.07338 −5.80914 5.63081

V2 776 0.562384 0.157306 0.321415 0.842008

V22 776 0.340989 0.186106 0.103307 0.708978

Sector 3: Infrastructure

LLa3 776 0.383681 2.70211 −6.90775 6.17758

V3 776 0.36441 0.111633 0.130225 0.796966

V32 776 0.145241 0.095353 0.016958 0.6351561

Sector 4: Food

LLa4 776 2.0593 2.20360 −5.80914 6.38024

V4 776 0.525249 0.118834 0.17214 0.82573

V42 776 0.28999 0.12221 0.029634 0.681837
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Table 1. Cont.

Variable Obs Mean Std.dev Min Max

Sector 5: Habitat

LLa5 776 2.8585 2.4340 −6.9077 7.9035

V5 776 0.54356 0.09629 0.32806 0.81589

V52 776 0.30472 0.10401 0.10762 0.66568

Common Variables

Govread 776 0.3996 0.1183 0.0804 0.7557

Socialread 776 0.2719 0.0910 0.10622 0.6868

Economicread 776 0.3519 0.1276 0.00223 0.70753

Lgdp-cap 776 7.8702 1.0579 5.4563 9.9855

Lpop 776 16.2238 1.7058 11.3854 21.0253

The least funded sectors are the water supply with an average of 1.93 and the energy
infrastructure with the lowest average of 0.38. In addition, the vulnerability is high for the
health and housing sectors (0.56 and 0.54, respectively) followed by the food sector with an
average of 0.52. Water and energy infrastructure have the lowest vulnerability exposure,
with averages of 0.367 and 0.364 accordingly. Nevertheless, the adaptation finance variable
appears to be the most volatile for all five sectors (2.258). Regarding exogenous variables,
the housing sector has the lowest variability in vulnerability at 0.09 while the health sector
has the highest level of volatility for vulnerability at 0.157 which could be explained by the
diseases’ spread.

Based on correlation matrices (Tables 2–6), there is a weak correlation between the
adaptation finance and the vulnerability for all sectors, except the health one (0.526).
Moreover, the readiness scores are negatively correlated with the adaptation finance. Hence,
the correlation is negative between preparedness scores and the vulnerability variable,
except for habitat sectors. GDP and Population have, respectively, strong negative and
positive correlations with the endogenous variable across the five sectors.

Table 2. Matrix of correlation of the water sector.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(1) Lndisb 1000
(2) v1 0.3388 1000
(3) LNGDP −0.0532 −0.2839 1000
(4) GOVREAD −0.1273 −0.0163 0.2771 1000
(5) SOCIREAD −0.0121 −0.1908 0.6215 0.3533 1000
(6) ECOREAD −0.3934 −0.2696 0.5466 0.4464 0.586 1000
(7) LNPOP 0.5481 0.4791 −0.3012 −0.1519 −0.2459 −0.293 1000

Table 3. Matrix of correlation of the health sector.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(1) Lndisb 1.000
(2) v1 0.5261 1.000
(3) LNGDP −0.3266 −0.4409 1.000
(4) GOVREAD −0.4316 −0.6060 0.2832 1.000
(5) SOCIREAD −0.4435 −0.5687 0.6316 0.3585 1.000
(6) ECOREAD −0.6561 −0.7720 0.4793 0.4511 0.5301 1.000
(7) LNPOP 0.6228 0.1438 −0.2923 −0.1326 −0.2561 −0.2925 1000
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Table 4. Matrix of correlation of the infrastructure sector.

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

(1) lndisb 1.000
(2) v1 0.004 1.000
(3) LNGDP −0.116 −0.430 1.000
(4) GOVREAD 0.050 −0.037 0.551 1.000
(5) SOCIREAD −0.030 −0.168 0.510 0.265 1.000
(6) ECOREAD 0.087 −0.063 0.532 0.579 0.314 1.000
(7) LNPOP 0.430 −0.224 −0.274 −0.328 −0.218 −0.264 1000

Table 5. Matrix of correlation of the food sector.

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

(1) lndisb 1.000
(2) v1 0.266 1.000
(3) LNGDP −0.539 −0.682 1.000
(4) GOVREAD −0.183 −0.395 0.532 1.000
(5) SOCIREAD −0.298 −0.471 0.445 0.270 1.000
(6) ECOREAD −0.266 −0.526 0.573 0.619 0.343 1.000
(7) LNPOP 0.588 −0.035 −0.289 −0.316 −0.147 −0.264 1000

Table 6. Matrix of correlation of the habitat sector.

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

(1) lndisb 1.000
(2) v1 −0.172 1.000
(3) LNGDP −0.148 −0.293 1.000
(4) GOVREAD 0.074 −0.194 0.511 1.000
(5) SOCIREAD 0.044 −0.414 0.440 0.255 1.000
(6) ECOREAD 0.120 −0.503 0.569 0.610 0.341 1.000
(7) LNPOP 0.600 0.018 −0.283 −0.297 −0.131 −0.260 1000

4.2. Empirical Results

Results of the linear model 1 regressions are displayed in Table 7 below. It should be
noted that we found that the lagged endogenous variable shows a statistically significant
impact on all sectors, which confirms the dynamic process. Adaptation finance depends on
its past value. Furthermore, other exogenous variables have different effects on adaptation
finance according to sectors.

First, it seems that the relationship between vulnerability and adaptation funding
depends on the receiving sectors. In fact, the vulnerability variable is not significant for
the water sector. This finding corroborates [78] who showed the insignificant effect of
vulnerability on adaptation finance. Our result could be explained by the insufficient levels
of investment for maintaining aquatic ecosystems and water infrastructure as well as the
inefficiencies of existing water management systems [79,80]. Climate change negatively
impacts damage to water storage, transportation, distribution, and thus inevitably its
quality. Therefore, it seems imperative to focus on parameters that address climate risks
and present resilience opportunities in water-related investments, while giving priority
to the most vulnerable countries in terms of funding. Otherwise, vulnerability positively
impacts climate financial aid for the health and infrastructure sectors; while it has a negative
effect on provided aid for food and habitat sectors. This ambiguous vulnerability effect
is consistent with previous studies [4]. Previous researchers showed that donors allocate
the adaptation finance to the countries and sectors expected to be the most vulnerable [51].
Regarding health and infrastructure sectors, it is important to mention that they represent a
high level of vulnerability to climate change, and future promising technologies are needed
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to avoid maladaptation. Low health system capacity makes developing countries highly
vulnerable to novel pandemics which explains the high financial aid allocated to this sector.
Moreover, the infrastructure sector’s vulnerability could be explained by the lack of water
for hydro-energy. For example, Ref. [81] stated that the demand and the supply side of
energy are impacted directly by climate change. However, access to modern energy is a
necessity for the needs of households, companies, and institutions, as traditional energy
sources are inefficient, costly and damage health. Therefore, an increasing vulnerability
in these sectors leads to enhance provided financial aid. Conversely, the food and habitat
sectors’ vulnerability has a negative impact on adaptation finance. This could be explained
by the effectiveness of the projects undertaken in these sectors, which motivates their
funding and mitigates their vulnerabilities. In fact, the agriculture sector, which supports
the food sector, is one of the sectors prioritized in adaptation finance. Agriculture is a
crucial sector in the COP negotiations, it employs over 1.1 billion people worldwide and
is extremely vulnerable to climate change [82]. Therefore, over 90% of countries’ NDCs
incorporate agriculture targets [83]. Indeed, every African country has proposed an NDC
that incorporates agricultural adaptation objectives. Alongside their NDCs, many countries
have developed National Adaptation Plans (NAPs) which highlights their medium- and
long-term adaptation needs, and growingly focus on the agriculture sector [84]. In 2015 and
2016, an average of USD 5 billion were spent on agriculture, forestry and land use, which
represents 21% of adaptation funding [85]. Despite the disparity in food and habitat needs,
depending on the level of economic development and existing infrastructure, developing
countries remain the most vulnerable and should be considered first in financing adaptation.
However, developed countries also have to ensure their food security and replace and
maintain their existing infrastructure which explains the negative relationship between
vulnerability and finance adaptation in these sectors.

Table 7. Regression results of model 1.

Sector 1 Sector 2 Sector 3 Sector 4 Sector 5

Variables

Ln ai,t−1
0.6329 ***

(0.000)
0.569777 ***

(0.000)
0.950555 ***

(0.000)
0.738148 ***

(0.000)
0.714664 ***

(0.000)

Vi,t−1
0.595801
(0.285)

0.897703 **
(0.010)

0.445047 *
(0.100)

−0.569182 ***
(0.008)

−0.712911 **
(0.042)

GOV 1.74765 **
(0.042)

1.08790 ***
(0.001)

0.52688 **
(0.020)

1.37207 ***
(0.000)

1.82259 ***
(0.000)

SOC 0.450813
(0.561)

−0.80185 **
(0.031)

1.47399 ***
(0.000)

−0.84477 ***
(0.002)

0.734559 **
(0.024)

ECO 1.5693 **
(0.043)

−0.65669 ***
(0.006)

1.20711 ***
(0.000)

−0.079529
(0.583)

0.867544 ***
(0.004)

GDP −0.40529 ***
(0.000)

−0.30130 ***
(0.000)

−0.336229 ***
(0.000)

−0.356656 ***
(0.000)

−0.202816 ***
(0.000)

POP 0.259670 ***
(0.000)

0.237522 ***
(0.000)

0.078347 ***
(0.000)

0.193487 ***
(0.000)

0.262348 ***
(0.000)

Const. −1.92277 **
(0.019)

−1.01896
(0.198)

0.168748
(0.744)

0.169361
(0.616)

−2.62310 ***
(0.000)

Wald chi 2 3256.38 ***
(0.000)

12,812.64 ***
(0.000)

208,096.92 ***
(0.000)

61,137.09 ***
(0.000)

47,654.60 ***
(0.000)

Nb.Observations 776 77 776 776 776

Note. ***, ** and * denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10%.

Second, readiness indexes are in line with previous research [42] and seem to have
significant effects on adaptation finance, which could be both positive and negative. Good
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governance readiness ensures the undertaken projects’ effectiveness and therefore provides
a greater incentive for adaptation finance for all sectors. Moreover, one of the most im-
portant barriers to climate change mitigation programs is the lack of institutional capacity
which engender unfavorable politics. Furthermore, the vulnerability decreases if the coun-
try is well-governed, which explains once again the positive effect of governance readiness
on climate-provided funds. Social and economic readiness reflects the socio-economic
indicators of the recipient country and its ability to make the project effective. Results
show an alignment of coefficients’ signs (positive or negative) for each sector. They are
positive for water, infrastructure and habitat sectors and negative for health and food.
For the first sectors, the positive significant effect is explained by the effectiveness and
recipient merit theory, i.e., the greater the social and economic preparedness is, the more
effective and efficient the project will be, which strengthens adaptation funding [67]. For
health and food, which are considered sectors of primary importance, a decline in social
and economic indices increases the country’s vulnerability to climate change, which re-
quires the provision of funds from donor countries [69]. Climate change is threatening
the overall supply of food which can cause hunger in several regions all over the world,
especially for small farmers depending on rainfed agriculture in developing countries [86].
Countries in Africa are particularly vulnerable to these changes, as one-fifth of Africans
were undernourished in 2017 [84] and 70% of the African workforce is employed in the
agriculture sector [87]. Underlying the significance of agriculture in climate action, over
90% of countries’ NDCs incorporate agriculture targets [83]. According to the report of
the Climate Policy Initiative, 22% of the climate-related disasters in developing countries
between 2003 and 2013 are damaging the agriculture sector so higher financial aid must be
allocated to the agriculture sector.

In accordance with established assumptions, GDP per capita has a significant negative
effect on financial aid. In conformity with the adaptation finance literature [43,45,66], the
sectors of the recipient countries with a low GDP per capita are selected to obtain more
financial aid than those with high GDP per capita. Conversely, the population is positively
associated with adaptation funding, across all sectors. This result corroborates the findings
of [88], which suggest that the more popular nations have greater levels of need and thus
apply for more funding. Overall, the Wald statistic indicates that the estimated coefficients
are significantly close to the true value of the parameter.

Table 8 below presents the results of the quadratic regressions of model 2. Again, the
dynamic process of the model is confirmed, which means that climate finance depends
positively on its prior values. Readiness as well as GDP and Population coefficients remain
unchanged as well as the globally significant model; this confirms the robustness of the
results found in model 1.

The contribution of model 2 is to add the quadratic vulnerability term that permits
testing if the most vulnerable countries are prioritized in adaptation finance. The most
notable result is that the linear and quadratic vulnerability terms are significant for all
sectors except for the infrastructure sector. The linear vulnerability term is negative while
the quadratic one is positive; which indicates a convex relationship between vulnerability
and adaptation finance. Hence, there is an inflection point in the vulnerability variable
after which a further increase in vulnerability will enhance climatic provided funding.
These results are consistent with the findings of [89] and show that there is a limit beyond
which vulnerability could disadvantage a recipient country. Hence it seems that beyond a
certain threshold of vulnerability, the most vulnerable countries could be allocated the most
adaptation finance. In most sectors, the relationship between financing and vulnerability is
not linear [74]; climate justice seems to be applied to the most vulnerable sectors, but does
not appear to apply to moderately vulnerable sectors. Up to a certain point of vulnerability,
a sector may be penalized for funding until it reaches a very high level of vulnerability
to receive it. Ref. [90] showed that adaptation curves are more convex in developed
countries than in developing ones. They also highlighted the convexity of climate damage
in temperature, which makes reactive adaptation the primary option in the long term.
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However, our results could be refined by taking into account the involved sector and they
show that this convexity does not apply to the infrastructure sector and that both linear
and quadratic vulnerability terms are not significant. While appropriate infrastructure
enables adaptation and resilience to climate change, poor choices in infrastructure such
as roads, energy, water and sanitation services can increase vulnerability. Thus, many
national and international efforts were made to increase adaptive financing for this sector
in developing countries [91]. Nevertheless, these efforts have often been dissociated from
the actual investments that were made in physical infrastructure. The current practice of
adaptive financing for the infrastructure sector is confusing the costs of climate change
impacts with the real costs of adaptation measures. This does not make donations affected
by the level of vulnerability of the sector.

Table 8. Regression results of model 2.

Sector 1 Sector 2 Sector 3 Sector 4 Sector 5

Variables

L n ai,t−1
0.738119 ***

(0.000)
0.474644 ***

(0.000)
0.939975 ***

(0.000)
0.746848 ***

(0.000)
0.446492 ***

(0.000)

Vi,t−1
−18.10423 ***

(0.000)
−65.0251 *

(0.095)
−5.8723
(0.246)

−16.30275 ***
(0.000)

−287.1269 ***
(0.006)(

Vi,t−1
)2 24.02736 ***

(0.000)
53.7983 *
(0.093)

7.5011
(0.209)

15.60499 ***
(0.000)

266.9905 ***
(0.006)

GOV 2.727939 ***
(0.000)

2.15016 *
(0.072)

0.872625 **
(0.029)

0.922569 ***
(0.000)

9.181009 ***
(0.002)

SOC 1.200755 **
(0.027)

−8.133168 **
(0.041)

1.36438 ***
(0.003)

−1.62633 ***
(0.000)

−4.718213 *
(0.087)

ECO 0.2334466
(0.477)

−3.558727 **
(0.029)

1.54891 ***
(0.000)

0.045252
(0.807)

3.484595 *
(0.10)

GDP −0.40529 ***
(0.000)

−0.241608
(0.290)

−0.373931 ***
(0.000)

−0.230305 ***
(0.000)

−0.646459 **
(0.011)

POP 0.2324113 ***
(0.000)

0.259178 *
(0.010)

0.093449 ***
(0.001)

0.195218 ***
(0.000)

0.858979 ***
(0.001)

Const. 0.8538838
(0.313)

19.6294
(0.011)

1.21509
(0.148)

3.20189 ***
(0.000)

63.85564
(0.011)

Wald chi 2 11,270.36 ***
(0.000)

535.90 ***
(0.000)

174,450.68 ***
(0.000)

47,531.11 ***
(0.000)

519.62
(0.000)

Nb.Observations 776 776 776 776 776

Note. ***, ** and * denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10%.

Regarding readiness indexes, results seem to be once again sector-dependent. For
all studied sectors, the governance index has a positive effect on adaptation funding.
Conversely, sectors with high social readiness are considered less vulnerable with a low
need for adaptation allowances [67]. Moreover, sectors with good economic readiness
receive the most funding. For their part, the poorest countries with high populations are
selected for adaptation financing. These results confirm once again that donors select the
most vulnerable sectors but with good governance and economic readiness which ensures
the effectiveness of considered projects.

The results on this topic could be subject to many criticisms. First, this study considered
all forms of adaptation funding regardless of donor type (bilateral or multilateral donors).
As an illustration, the multilateral donors take more into account the readiness scores than
bilateral ones [74]. Moreover, unlike previous studies, it focuses on the relationship between
sectoral vulnerability and not the country’s vulnerability. In this sense, the vulnerability
perception differs between sectors which leads to inconsistent findings. The positive effect
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of population on adaptation finance is important and supports the distributive justice
hypothesis on climate finance.

Globally, the results of the model 1 and 2 regressions allow us to accept the four as-
sumptions contained in the paper, except hypothesis 1 which could be partially accepted, as
the relationship between adaptation finance and vulnerability seems to be sector-dependent.
Moreover, despite the disparity of the need for infrastructure according to the level of eco-
nomic development and the existing infrastructure, the developing countries remain the
most vulnerable and must be considered the first in the adaptation finance. However, even
developed countries are also under an obligation to replace and maintain existing infras-
tructure. Nevertheless, if the infrastructure can resist the climate impacts, the economic
activity will be insane and the crucial services accessible which means a higher subsis-
tence as the climate resilience is taken into consideration. Transportation infrastructure
is very vulnerable due to extreme weather conditions and weak physical infrastructure
in developing countries. For example, paved roads in most African countries are still
below the global average. The Overseas Development Institute, 2016 confirms that the
most expected investment in African countries is dedicated to transportation infrastructure.
Asian countries are also highly vulnerable to natural disasters. Therefore, they need to
maintain transport infrastructure to ensure resilience to climate change risks.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we explored how donors distribute the adaptation finance between the
five sectors taken from the Notre Dame vulnerability index: water, health, infrastructure,
food and habitat. We specifically aimed to test if a sector’s vulnerability impacts the
financial aid allocated for the recipients. We use a dynamic model in the panel data
framework, which combines seven variables covering 90 countries, from Asia, Africa and
Europe. The study period extends 10 years, going from 2010 to 2019. Our data are extracted
from the OECD database and the ND-GAIN Index. We consider first a GMM in a system
linear model which regresses the financial aid on its past value, vulnerability, governance,
social and economic readiness indexes, GDP and population. Second, we test the quadratic
model by adding to the first model the squared vulnerability term.

Our results suggest that the relationship between adaptation finance and vulnerability
depends on the sector. Some vital sectors should be given greater consideration and more
effective investments, such as the water sector. Moreover, climate justice begins to be
established when the vulnerability reaches a certain threshold. However, it seems that the
infrastructure sector is dysfunctional in terms of adaptive financing needs and undertaken
investments. That is why climate policy-makers should play a crucial role in planning
and implementing adaptive financing for climate-resilient infrastructure. Moreover, the
regulations put in place should further integrate climate risk parameters into technical and
procedural standards, to make projects more effective and climate justice more widespread.

Our paper makes contributions at several levels. From the research literature per-
spective, our paper examines both the linear and quadratic relationship between adaptive
finance and climate vulnerability across sectors. The results show that climate justice begins
to be established when vulnerability reaches a certain threshold and for certain sectors.
However, this relationship is sector dependent and there are barriers to climate-vulnerable
sectors accessing funding in proportion to their needs. That is why, in terms of managerial
implications, some vital sectors vulnerable to climate change should be prioritized and
studied in depth as to the types of adaptive investments to be undertaken, such as the
water sector. Thus, climate policy-makers should establish the priorities according to the
altered sectors independently of the countries. Finally, the results of our paper highlight a
lack of concerted national and international efforts in adaptive financing decisions, which
affects the effectiveness of the undertaken projects. In terms of research implications, our
paper provides a path forward to two lines of research. The first concerns the effectiveness
of adaptation projects to be funded. Indeed, if this research highlights the implementation
of certain climate justice for the sectors that present suitable governance and economic
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readiness scores, it would be interesting to verify whether adaptation funds are destined for
the most efficient projects of vulnerable sectors. The second involves designing a holistic
sectoral vulnerability index, which takes into account not only climate change but also
social justice and good governance. Indeed, until now, little attention has been paid to
the environmental and social justice aspects of climate change adaptation. The issue of
environment and social justice frequently becomes the main concern, especially in sectors
that confront environmental degradation and the widening inequalities between individu-
als. Our study could be further extended by investigating the effect of donor types on the
relationship between sector climate vulnerability and adaptive finance.
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